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Abstract:Cloud computing provides a technological combination of computation,software, data 

access and storage services and it can be delivered to the user as on-demand access.A Community 

cloud involves a group of providers share their resources to build for a specific community of users 

having shared concerns.In this eco system, providers are collaborating and interoperate with each 

other to increase the availability and utility of cloud resources.To satisfy the number of users demand 

and to avoid the vendor lock-in problem the cloud resources are shared among the specific 

community of providers. We propose an optimal resource provider selection strategy based on the 

transportation model. It is used during virtual machine (VM) outsourcing to reduce the operation 

cost,down time and VM migration timeof the cloud resourcesand also increases the resource 

utilization. The selection methodology considers the resource availability and cost of the VM 

resources to make an optimal selection. 

Keywords: Community cloud, VM outsourcing, operation cost, down time 

Introduction 

 Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous,convenient,on-demand network access to a 

shared pool of configurable computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 

management effort or service provider interaction.It enables us to make a better use of distributed resources, 

put them together in order to achieve higher throughput and be able to handle large scale computation 

problems.It allows for the most development of scalable web portals on highly available and fail – safe 

infrastructure. The cloud computing has following characteristics 

On-demand self-service:The user can unilaterally provision computing capabilities, such as server time and 

network storage as automatically without the intervention of human with each service provider. 

Resource Pooling: The computing resources are pooled to serve multiple cloud users using a multi – tenant 

model, with different virtual resources dynamically assigned to consumer demand. Basically the users do not 

have the knowledge of the location of the provided resources. 

Elasticity: The resourcecapability available for provisioning often appears to be unlimited and appropriate in 

any quantity at any time. 

Broad Network Access:All the available computing resources can be accessed through standard mechanisms by 

using thin or thick client platforms(e.g.,laptops,workstations,mobile phones) 

Measured Service: The computing resource usage can be monitored,reported and controlled for both the 

provider and user with transparency of the utilized service. 

The cloud computing is constructed as three different types of service models. Software as a service(SaaS)-

Enables the cloud user to use the provider’s application running on a cloud infrastructure.Platform as a 

service(PaaS) – Allows the cloud user to deploy their own application onto the cloud 
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infrastructure.Infrastructure as a service(IaaS) – The resources such as storage,networks, processing and other 

fundamental resources are provided to the cloud users to deploy and run arbitrary software. The cloud 

services involve the transition of data, infrastructure and applications to cloud computing environment. 

Cloud Deployment Models 

Public cloud:The cloud infrastructure is made available to the general public or a large industry group and is 

owned by an organization selling cloud services [1]. In public clouds, resources are allocated as a service, 

through an internet connection, for a pay-per-use basis. The cloud users can scale their use on demand and it 

is not necessary to purchase any hardware to use the service. Public cloud providers manage the infrastructure 

and pool resources into the capacity required by its users [2]. 

Private cloud:The cloud infrastructure is dedicated for an organization. It is managed by the organization or a 

third party and may exist on premise or off premise [1]. The cloud infrastructure is accessed only by the 

members of the organization and/or by granted third parties. The private cloud enables to use it within the 

organization. A private cloud is deployed in the data centre of a company and provides its services to all users 

inside that company or its partners. The greatest usage is that private cloud has over public cloud is that of 

data security and privacy. 

Hybrid cloud:These types of cloud infrastructures are more complex than the other deployment models, since 

they involve a composition of two or more clouds (private, community, or public). Every user has unique entity 

that is bound to others through any standardized or proprietary technology that enables application and data 

portability among them. A hybrid cloud is deployed and provided in one of two ways: a vendor has a private 

cloud and forms a partnership with a public cloud provider, or a public cloud provider forms a partnership with 

a vendor that provides private cloud platforms. Hybrid clouds offer the benefits of public clouds, and also offer 

the security and control features of private clouds. 

Community cloud:This type of cloud infrastructure enables a specific community of consumers from 

organizations that have shared concerns and shared policies. A community cloud [3, 22, 23] plays between 

public and private clouds with respect to the target set of cloud users. It has similar features of private cloud, 

but the infrastructure and computational resources are exclusive to two or more organizations which are 

having same shared concerns of privacy, security, and regulatory considerations, rather than a single 

organization. 

A cloud infrastructure is built and provisioned for use by a specific community of users with shared 

concerns, goals, and interests.The cloud resources are outsourced from different providers in a shared pool, 

the costs and responsibility are shared among the community members.The cost of deployment of community 

cloud can be cheaper than the deployment of private cloud due to the division of costs among all users. This 

infrastructure can be managed by either a third party vendor or outsourced to a cloud provider. The advantage 

here is that the provider would be an impartial third party that is bounded by contract and that has no 

preference to any of the clients involved other than what is contractually mentioned.  

RELATED WORK 

 Cloud computing provides users an efficient way to dynamically allocate computing resources to meet 

demands over the internet on a pay – for- use basis. It allows us to access the computing resources without 

any requirement of infrastructure at user’s location. In community cloud all the resources are shared and 

accessed simultaneously by all users by using virtualization concept. All the providers voluntarily interconnect 

to share and exchange their resources among them to satisfy the user needs and to ensure the elasticity 

property of cloud computing. The users data will be outsourced during uncertaintyand to retain their own 

users and to satisfy the demand the VM should be outsourced. Multiple VMs are running on top of a single 
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physical server. When one physical server is overloaded, then certain amount of its load should be moved to 

another server with minimal interruption on the same community. It enables the movement of a VM from one 

server to another server is termed as migration. In order to satisfy the elasticity property if we scale up the 

computing resources by including more data centres, it increases the resource cost and it may under-utilized 

when the demand is low at any time. VM Migration is needed to increase the portability of user requests 

during increase in demand and to increase the efficiency of the physical server.VM Migration is a solution for 

addressing these problems vendor lock-in, Interoperability and load balancing. 

Vendor Lock-in:A cloud user using a computing service cannot easily transition to another competitor’s service. 
Technology incompatibility and constraints on contracts are addressed by implementing the VM Migration. 
 
Interoperability:It allows the ability to move a user request on another targeted server or to solve the 
uncertainty problem. It is needed to allow the user applications/ requests to be ported between different 
cloud providers. It has the ability to discover instances of application components and combine them with 
other application components and combine them with other application component instances, at run time. 
 
Load Balancing:It focuses on migration of virtual machines from one cloud server to another cloud server to 
avoid overutilization of any cloud provider. To ensure the elasticity and scalability property load balancing is 
achieved by VM Migration. Virtual Machine Migration method enables us to increase the resource utilization 
with minimal effort.  
 
In[4] a scheduling method is used in cloud broker side to deploy the user application in static cloud 

environment. In Cross- cloud communication [8] a separate protocol is designed for clouds of clouds 

communication. An resource allocation model is developed to allocate resources by considering the multi-

commodity transportation model [11]. Agent based cloud computing method[15] involves the agents to find 

match and discover the matching for intercloud environment. In [20] transportation model is used to evaluate 

the logistic process cost. During uncertainty period the users requests are outsourced to satisfy the user need 

and to retain the user with same provider. The VM is outsourced within the same community resource 

provider. An optimal resource provider selection model is developed to select the corresponding provider 

based on the transportation model. The objective of this selection model has following features: 

 It reduces the total migration time for VMs and also the downtime and response time for users 
resource request. 

 Provides the optimal resource cost i.e. minimal resource cost for the users. 

 Allows the user to avoid vendor lock-in problem. 

 Solves the problem of load balancing during uncertainty and increases resource utilization. 

 
SYSTEM FORMULATION 

 The cloud computing is a paradigm which enables the internet evolution into a global market of 

collaborating services. A community cloud in cloud computing represents a shared infrastructure formed by 

collaborative effort between different organizations with common goal and managed internally or by a third- 

party. It implements the concept of sharing of computing infrastructure and resources in between 

organizations of the same community. The organizing principle for the community may vary,but the users of 

the community generally share similar security,privacy,performance and compliance requirements. Mostly this 

type of environment is targeted to a limited set of organizations such as banks,trading firms,government 

organizations,educational institutions and health care industries. 
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Figure1. Community Cloud model 

 The cloud user has demand to execute their jobs and that resources has to be allocated from group of 

cloud providers. Each user requests are considered as VM(Virtual Machine) and they are deployed on cloud 

provider’s infrastructure and used on demand.In community cloud a group of provider are combined to 

provide a same type of cloud services. Due to increase of the number of users and resource demands are not 

possible to satisfy by any single provider at all the time. If we scaling up the infrastructure to solve this 

problem then it may increase the resource cost and the computing resources may be underutilized when 

demand is low. This uncertainty should be handled.  To address these problems several cloud providers are 

collaboratively grouped to build a cloud- of- cloud system for providing resourcesto users with reduced 

resource cost.In figure1.the community cloud model is drawn, if any user requests are unable to handle by the 

corresponding provider then that VM request is shared to other cloud provider in the same community. By this 

it reduces resource cost and also the migration time. We proposed an optimal provider selection strategy to 

select a resource provider, which reduces the total migration time of any virtual machines. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM MODEL  

Virtualization concept is the abstraction of the available physical resource needed to complete a user 

resource request in the cloud computing environment. The user requests split the available physical server 

into multiple virtual machines. In our proposed model we consider an optimal provider selection strategy is 

used for VM migration during uncertainty. 

 

Figure2. Hierarchical structure 

The main objective is to perform VM migration by considering the resource availability, unit price cost and the 

provider’s server location to minimize the total migration time, down time, resume time and resource cost 

also. The community cloud considers a group of providers who are all having shared goals. A pool of virtual 

resources stored in VM repository. These resources can be added or withdrawn at any time based on providers 

concern. During uncertainty or if the cloud user prefers to change their provider based on this optimal 

selection model particular provider is selected within their respective communal providers. 
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OPTIMAL PROVIDER SELECTION MODEL 

 To select a cloud resource provider the resource availability, location and the resource cost is 

considered during VM migration. We use transportation based model for dynamic server allocation as a linear 

model. By implementing this model for making provider selection will reduce the resource provisioning cost, 

downtime of the server and also the total migration time. 

TRANSPORTATION MODEL 

 The transportation model is efficient method in determining the resource allocation during the 

increase in demand.It follows a linear relationship among its variables.It helps to decide which is optimal for 

the users by finding a minimum resource cost. It is used to find how to allocate the resources to different users 

based on the resource providers location.  A more general approach is to format the problem as a standard 

linear programming model (i.e., specifying the objective function and constraints). Here to minimize the 

resource cost we consider the providers resource cost based on the location and the users demand request.A 

more general approach is to format the problem as a standard linear programming model (i.e., specify the 

objective function and a set of constraints).This model allows us to balance the resource cost and resource 

availability. It will helpful for comparing and identifying alternative way in terms of the resource cost. Our 

objective is to find the method to minimize the users resource cost and response time based on the available 

location. It also increases the Quality of Service for the users. 

ALGORITHM:  

Step1: Produce a basic feasible solution by the method (Vogel’s Approximation). If the number of users VM 

demand request is equal or lesser than the total available resources, then the problem is said to be a balanced  

problem. 

 Step2: Towards moving for optimality, the number of resource allocation is equal to a+n-1 and these are 

independent positions. Therefore the initial feasible solution moves towards optimal solution. If the number of 

allocation is not equal to a+n-1 optimum solution cannot be obtained.  

Step3: Model a cost matrix for allocated cell only. 

Step4: Find a set of number Yi for each row access the left side and a set of number Zj across the top of the 

matrix.  

Step5: The value of the dual variablesYiand Zj are find by applying the formula Yi + Zj =Cij all basic (occupied) 

cells.  

Step6: The values for all non-basic cells are calculated using the relation Yi + Zj =Cij.  

Step7: The cost ofpenalty for unoccupied cells are computedby using the formulaTij= Yi + Zj-Cij.  

Step8: Estimate the value ofTij<=0.   

i) Tij<0  then the solution is optimal and unique  
ii) Tij<=0 then the solution is optimal and an alternative solution exists.  
iii) If at least one Tij>0 then the solution is not optimal.   

Step9: If the solution is not optimal, identify and introduce +α in the non-basic cell, which has maximum 

penalty and construct a close loop starting from this +α and pass through basic cell. The value of α is equal to 

the minimum of existing allocation amongst the signed cells on the loop. +α is added –α is subtracted on the 

closed loop. The +α and-α are alternatively assigned in basic cells on the closed loop. The resulting table shows 

that the number of allocation is equal to a+n-1. 

 Step10: Repeat step -3 with new allocation.  

Step11: Finally select  the respective provider and calculate optimum/minimum resource cost.    

TRANSPORTATION TABLE 

 The transportation table is structured to move a VM resource from source i to destination j. The 

transportation model is designed to represent the number of resources moved from source to destination. The 

table will have list of resource availability and demand during uncertainty. 
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                         Figure3. Transportation Table 

The objective function isto be calculated by using the formula 

Minimize: 

  𝑋𝑖𝑗𝐶𝑖𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1

𝑚
𝑖=1                                …… (1) 

Subject to: 

 𝑋𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑆𝑖𝑗
𝑛
1 for i=1,2,3,…………a(Availability) 

 𝑋𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝐷𝑖𝑗
𝑛
1 for j=1 ,2,3,…………n(Demand) 

𝑋𝑖𝑗  ≥ 0for all i and j values. 

The cloud resource provider i allocates at mostSi  instances and demand point j requires at least Dj instances. 

The sum of allocation to all the cloud users among the specific community must be at least the demand 

requirement   𝐷𝑗  . 

𝑋𝑖𝑗  − The number of VM instances allocated from the provider i to the client host j. 

𝐶𝑖𝑗 − The VM migration cost from provider i to the client host j. 

The mathematical formulation of the transportation problem is also formed as 

Z= 𝑋11 𝐶11 +. . ..+𝑋𝑎𝑛  𝐶𝑎𝑛    ...… (2) 

The transportation model is a special type of linear programming problem where the objective is to minimize 

the total migration time for the VM resources. This model provides the improved reliability and server 

consolidation in a decentralized community cloud environment. 
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Pseudo code for this model: 

MIN = @SUM( LINKS( I, J):  
   COST( I, J) * CAPACITY( I, J)); 
FOR( USERS( J):  
   SUM( PROVIDERS( I): CAPACITY( I, J)) =  
   DEMAND( J)); 
FOR( PROVIDERS( I):  
   SUM( USERS( J): CAPACITY( I, J)) <=  
    CAPACITY( I)); 

END 

 

 

Service 
Providers 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resource 
Availability 

SAAS 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 30 

PAAS 0.6 0.9 0.8 0.3 25 

IAAS 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.85 21 

DEMAND 35 21 9 11 [Feasible] 

DEMAND 25 19 18 20 [Infeasible] 

Figure4. Price Table with sample values 
 

The objective function is to find the minimal cost for the users by considering the Available 
resource capacity for different providers, different user demand requests and the resource cost.The 
figure4.denotes the sample values to calculate the optimal cost for the user demands. If the demand 
is equal or lesser than the available resources then it is solved to provide the feasible solution. If the 
demand is greater than the available resources then more iteration are to be performed to solve the 
infeasible situation among the providers to satisfy the users demand and to calculate the resource 
cost.The parameters used are the demandresource availability and resource cost during the 
uncertainty and it is solved by using the optimal solver by implementing the Vogel’s approximation 
method and it is represented as a graphical model. 
 
 

 
 

Figure5.Comparison of Resource cost between feasible and infeasible situation 

This method assigns dual variables and solves the uncertainty situation among the communal cloud users. The 

graph plotted in figure5. shows the comparison between feasible and infeasible situation among the cloud 

providers. By implementing the transportation model, the total migration time is reduced and the resource 

cost is reduced when we make decisions based on the location. 
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Conclusion and Future Work 

 In this paper we discuss the virtualization environment of the community cloud. VM migration 

technique is used to address the following problems: vendor lock-in, interoperability and load balancing. The 

optimal provider selection strategy is a hybrid approach to address those problems during VM migration. This 

strategy will reduce the resource provisioning cost by using resource sharing, downtime of the server during 

uncertainty and also the total migration time. It reduces the overhead during VM migration. In our proposed 

work we consider resource cost for the user request demands during uncertainty. In future work we have to 

consider the network fault issues like low bandwidth and also the VM states. 
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